The Cassini orbiter is an international science mission to the Saturnian system with 12 science instruments onboard. The Cassini spacecraft lacks a scan platform, which means the entire spacecraft must be rotated to control pointing of any one instrument's boresight. The resulting complex sequences of commands are built beginning many months before execution onboard. Late ephemeris updates from improved navigation data (i.e. after an orbital trim maneuver) often result in pointing commands in the sequence no longer being accurate enough to obtain the desired science observation. This paper will provide an overview of how Cassini uses live updates to address this potential loss of data, including the software developed for this process.
II. Trajectories
The tour designers (members from the navigation team and mission planning) work together with the Project Science Group to map out a series of orbits around Saturn targeting Titan and other icy satellites. The initial 4 year prime mission (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) and two year extended mission (2008-2010) were each described in an initial "reference trajectory" released by Navigation. Flybys of Titan utilize the gravity assist method to alter the orbital characteristics and set up the following orbit. While some of the other icy satellites of Saturn are occasionally targeted, they are not large enough to use for gravity assist purposes. Some orbits have no targeted flyby; Cassini takes data of Saturn itself, or performs longer range surveys of the icy satellites, on those orbits. Orbital trim maneuvers (OTMs) are, in general, performed before and after each targeted flyby, as well as one at apoapse of an orbit. Therefore, orbits without targeted flybys may have no OTMs performed during them. If many of these occur sequentially, ephemeris errors can propagate and become quite large near periapse. This is a major contributor to pointing errors during a planned observation.
III. Pointing Cassini
The Cassini spacecraft is pointed through the use of inertial vector propagation (IVP). Inertial vectors are used to describe the motion of celestial bodies (and locations on these bodies) relative to the Sun (i.e. the J2000 coordinate frame). These bodies, including the spacecraft, can be tracked by one of four basic types of inertial vectors -fixed, conic, polynomial, and rotating. These vectors are hierarchical and are related to other vectors in a 'tree' structure. IVP uses one or more of these vector commands to describe the location of the body of interest. Fixed vectors are time-invariant (e.g. stars, slowly-moving bodies). Conic vectors (for the Cassini mission, all conics are ellipses) are time-varying vectors whose motion can be described adequately by a conic (e.g. planets, satellites, and the Cassini spacecraft most of the time). Polynomial vectors are time-varying vectors whose motion can be described by a 0 to 12th-order Chebyshev polynomial (e.g. Cassini during a flyby). Finally, rotating coordinates are time-varying in a rotating frame (e.g. Titan's rotating coordinate frame) 1 .
Spacecraft pointing (at any time) can be summed up by defining: 1) What are you pointing with? (e.g. the ISS narrow-angle camera boresight), and 2) What are you pointing at? (e.g. a latitude, longitude on Titan)
More specifically, spacecraft pointing is defined by constructing a base attitude. The base attitude is defined by aligning two spacecraft body vectors (i.e. spacecraft axes or instrument boresights) with two targets. Targets can be inertially fixed points, planets, or satellites, for example. One body vector and associated target will be considered the primary pointing set. A second body vector and target provides a secondary pointing set. Once the pointing of two spacecraft body vectors have been specified, the third spacecraft degree of freedom will be fixed. The primary pointing set will be aligned exactly by the Attitude and Articulation Control Subsystem (AACS) flight software. The secondary pointing set will be aligned as close as possible by the AACS flight software -considering the geometric constraints from the primary pointing set. The base attitude can be changed as often as necessary through ground sequence commands. It is the IVP Tool (ground software) and the IVP (on-board flight software) that create and activate these pointing commands, respectively.
IV. Live Update Description
A Live IVP Update is an update of the pointing vectors after the sequence has already been uplinked to the spacecraft. When the science teams created their original pointing designs, the AACS team ran the pointing commands through the IVP software tool which created a set of IVP vectors to match. The science teams command "point the narrow angle camera at Rhea, with the -X axis of the spacecraft as close to the ram direction as possible". The AACS vector describes where Rhea is and the ram direction.
We do a live update when the accuracy of the pointing designs of the science teams, designed to the reference trajectory many months in advance, will not be met by the actual trajectory. The bulk of this difference comes from the deviations based on the predicted maneuver orbit determination [OD] solutions vs. actual tracking data.
The science teams typically design to 2.4 mrad of error. Smaller bodies ("rocks") can be missed with errors much smaller than 2.4 mrad. Larger bodies (e.g. Tethys) may not be missed altogether but the desired feature may be missed. Typically, Live IVP Updates are done near periapse and are predicted, and planned for, during the sequence generation. Observations after a targeted inbound Titan are very hard to update due to the short turn around time between the targeting maneuver (and orbit determination (OD) delivery) and window to uplink the new vectors. Observations before a targeted outbound Titan are much easier to update since the previous apoapse maneuver (and OD delivery) can be used. We often refer to these as "relaxed" Live IVP Updates. (Figure 1) A Live Moveable Block (LMB) is an update to the start time of a set of commands, and their matching IVP vectors, after the sequence has been uplinked. The delta time between the commands inside the moveable block remains unchanged.
A Live Moveable Block must be planned during the sequence implementation, as the necessary deadtime must be available on each side of the block to "move" the commands into. Radio Science must use Live Moveable Blocks when they do limb track observations, which can only be created by a carefully coordinated creation of commands and vectors, so updating the vectors alone is worthless. In addition their inertial vector definition (IVD) files cannot be overlaid once onboard.
It's important to understand the location of observations relative to the Nav OD deliveries, and how long those deliveries are good for. During execution of the sequence on the spacecraft, updated spacecraft position files become available at the time each OTM is performed. RSS LMBs thus do not have a default uplinked to the spacecraft; they are built as a minisequence and uplinked just before execution. However, a default LMB is built using the reference trajectory and used when the time does not shift enough to invalidate the design.
A Live Update Block (LUB) is when Radio Science needs the Live Update of their commands and vectors, but they don't move the start time.
Most live updates are known about during the planning of a sequence (see next two sections). There are two types of unplanned Live IVP Updates. One is found when a new OD is delivered during sequence execution and Science Planning runs the remaining observations through a program to see if any observations are no longer working as intended. The second is when an OTM is cancelled. Canceling maneuvers sometimes necessitates a live update -for example a maneuver targeting Titan may be cancelled because we meet Titan pointing requirements however we do not meet requirements for other nontargeted bodies. It's possible that overall it is better to simply update a few vectors for a few observations instead of doing an entire maneuver. This has occurred 5 times since the start of the prime mission.
V. Live Update predictions
The Live IVP Update Working Group was formed to scrub the strategy for live updates to the onboard sequence during prime mission (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) ). An analysis was done to estimate the number of live updates required to scope the workforce required to support the live update process. The working group was convened to refine these estimates, define and test the procedure for live updates, and work with navigation and the sequence leads to fit them in the busy schedule of other real-time commanding. It incorporated the best Navigation information and integrated that with the existing science plans. All Live IVP Update potentials were identified.
The Working Group task list was to prepare a list of targets for which Live IVP Updates will be required to meet pointing requirements, and a list of targets where requirements cannot be met. In addition, they created the schedule for Live IVP Updates, including the OD cut-off and delivery, while overlaying the current maneuver and sequencing schedule so that impacts could be properly assessed. They designed the process of how to decide if a live update is required or not, generated Live IVP Update Operational Interface Agreements, and clarified pointing requirements Generation of the predicted live updates for a sequence has changed for the extended mission. All prime mission live updates were predicted and analyzed at once, in 2004. For extended mission (2008-2010), new software was developed to predict live updates on a sequence by sequence basis. A few weeks before a sequence implementation process begins, the science planner leading the sequence generates a Live Update summary table for the sequence. The BURPT script (Brad's Update Required Prediction Tool) utilizes a list of planned observations and predicted spacecraft position uncertainties to predict which vectors may need a live update ( Table 1 ). The science planner analyzes which OTM ephemeris will be available in time for each update, and negotiates additional OD's if necessary (Table 2) . Workforce constraints are taken into account when planning a live update, as these generally are needed in the high-activity period surrounding a targeted flyby. 
VI. Live Update process
During the execution of the sequence, Navigation delivers an updated OD, plots, and a text file that summarizes the uncertainties, usually as part of a maneuver, or occasionally a specially negotiated OD delivery.
The program BUTT (Brad's Update Targeting Tester) is an IDL script that calculates pointing errors for all targets in a live update period, based on a file listing observations in the period and an OTM ephemeris (Table 3) . Science Planning (SP) analyzes the observations in the sequence to see if any pointing is out of spec (2.4 mrad in general, less for small targets on a case by case basis). If not, then the process stops. If so, then visualization plots are created from COVT (Cassini Observation Verification Tool) that show where the current footprints of the observations will fall relative to the body. If it's obvious that the observations are fine, then the process stops. If not, then the science teams are called to evaluate. BCinterface is a script that performs a combined BUTT/COVT run.
The sequencing lead calls a meeting, setting up the schedule of product delivery and timeline. The science teams evaluate the current observations and recommend a Go/No-Go. If the decision is Go -then the AACS team takes the new OD files and the existing background sequence and runs them through IVP to create updated vectors.
When RSS or RADAR is involved, there are additional steps. Science planning cannot use BUTT to check if RSS needs an update of their limb track observation. Radio Science must evaluate and recreate their input file if necessary and report to the Go/No-Go Meeting. The RADAR instrument has the option of issuing a new timing command in lieu of everyone doing a vector update.
For Live Moveable Blocks (LMBs), science planning runs the EVENTS software to evaluate the LMB epoch time shift and updates configuration files so RSS can re-generate IVD files. At the Go/No-Go meeting RSS announces whether or not new IVD files are necessary, or whether their original design is good enough. This is also the case for LUBs. For LMBs, it may be the case that the epoch shift is not necessary but the vectors still need to be updated.
Roles and Responsibilities
• Navigation o Negotiate additional OD deliveries as necessary (with science planning and sequence leads) o Provide the statistical study that is the 95% dispersion around the deterministic trajectory Figure 2 shows BCinterface output for two observations. In both, the red squares are the ISS narrow-angle camera field of view, while the blue rectangle is the CIRS field of view. The Dione results on top clearly show that most frames will miss the target body completely without a live update. The Epimetheus results below show both the ISS and CIRS frames still landing mostly on the target body, but not in the desired position. Figure 3 is the actual ISS image obtained of Epimetheus during this observation.
No observations have missed their desired target body as the result of trajectory deviations from the planned nominal trajectory. The live update process has evolved over the years, and is embedded in the sequence development and execution procedures. Live updates, and the software developed to analyze the need for them, are critical to obtaining the best possible science observations. 
